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of Americans think that the use of marijuana
for medical purposes should be

legal.

94% of those who have tried Marijuana think it should be legal for medical
purposes, compared to 74% of those who have not tried marijuana.
Democrats (89%) are more likely to
support Medical marijuana than
Republicans (80%) and Independents (79%)

Those from households making under $100K annually (15%) are more likely
to oppose Medical marijuana than those in $100K+ households (7%)

54% support
of Americans

legalizing marijuana for recreational use
(increase of 6% from last year)

42% OPPOSE
of Americans

legalizing marijuana for recreational use
(DECREASE OF 5% from LAST YEAR)

Support for legalizing marijuana for recreational use among…
73%
Those who have tried marijuana

38%
Those who have not tried marijuana

• Democrats (60%) are more likely to support legalizing recreational marijuana
than Republicans (47%)
• Those from households making $50K-$100K annually (65%) are more likely to
support recreational marijuana than those making more (50%) or less (50%).
• Gen Z (69%) and Millennials (61%) are more likely to support recreational
marijuana than Gen X (49%), Boomers (49%), and the Silent Generation (40%).

53% of Americans say alcohol
is more harmful to a person’s health

than marijuana
6% say marijuana is more harmful than alcohol
and 27% say they are equally harmful;

11% say neither are harmful.
MARIJUANA IS MORE HARMFUL THAN
Alcohol, by party
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65% of those who have tried marijuana
say ALCOHOL is more harmful, compared to
just 44% who have never tried marijuana
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82% of Americans say the WAR ON DRUGS
has NOT BEEN SUCCESSFUL
AT REDUCING THE USE OF ILLEGAL DRUGS

• White respondents (85%) are more likely to say the War on Drugs has NOT
been successful at reducing the use of illegal drugs than African American
(74%) or Hispanic (76%) respondents.
• Republicans (83%) and Democrats (81%) share an equal view that the war on
drugs has not been a success.

AWARNESS OF MARIJUANA LEGALIZATION, BY STATE
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Among those who live in states
with full legalization (n=240),

59% knew recreational
marijuana use was legal
where they live
Among those who live in states where
medical marijuana is legal (n=682*)

61%
knew their state allowed
marijuana use for medicinal purposes
*Include Both Fully Legal and Medical Marijuana Only States

Among those who live in states where marijuana
is legal ONLY for medicinal purposes (n=442*),

45% knew their state

ONLY allowed medical marijuana
*Does NOT include states with full legalization
Legalization Map Source: https://disa.com/map-of-marijuana-legality-by-state

Among those who live in states where
marijuana is completely ILLEGAL (n=318),

50% knew marijuana was illegal
both medically & recreationally
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